Abstract. This paper presents a novel induction algorithm, Rulearner, which induces classification rules using a Galois lattice as an explicit map through the search space of rules. The Rulearner system is shown to compare favorably with commonly used symbolic learning methods which use heuristics rather than an explicit map to guide their search through the rule space. Furthermore, our learning system is shown to be robust in the presence of noisy data. The Rulearner system is also capable of learning both decision lists and unordered rule sets allowing for comparisons of these different learning paradigms within the same algorithmic framework.
Introduction
Research in rule induction by means of search [MC, 1969; MI, 1982; CN, 1989] has been on-going for some time. While some systems, such as Version Spaces, make direct use of the data to be learned during rule induction, such methods are highly sensitive to noisy data. In other systems, the search through the space of rules is guided by heuristics as opposed to using the data to build an explicit map through the space of rules to induce. In this capacity, such algorithms are only data-driven to the extent that the heuristics employed in them make use of the data to be learned.
We present the Rulearner system which seeks to combine both the direct use of data with robustness in the presence of noise during the rule induction process. Since the algorithm uses a Galois lattice constructed from training data [OO, 1988] as an explicit guide through the rule space, the algorithm is directly data-driven as it does not simply heuristically fit the training data. Our system is also capable of inducing both an unordered set of classification rules as well as a decision list [RI, 1987] . This allows for the Rulearner system to be used in making direct comparisons between these two learning paradigms within a single algorithmic framework.
Several experiments with the Rulearner system are presented comparing it with the commonly used symbolic learning systems C4.5 [QU, 1993] and CN2 [CN, 1989] .
Lattice Definitions
A lattice is defined to be a directed acyclic graph in which any two nodes, u and v, have a unique join (a node "higher" in the graph to which a u and v are connected by minimal length paths) and a unique meet (a node "lower" in the graph which is connected to u and v by minimal length paths) -referred to respectively as least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds in formal mathematics. We also define: Definition 1. The upward closure of node u, denoted UC(u), is the set of all nodes, including u, that can be reached from u following upward arcs in the lattice.
Definition 2. The downward closure of a node u, denoted DC(u), is the set of all nodes which contain u in their upward closure.
Definition 3. The cover of a node u, denoted Cover(u), is the number of instance nodes in DC(u).
Our lattices are defined by representing each training instance by a single node (referred to as an instance node) in the "lowest" level of the lattice. In the "greatest" level of the lattice we create a node for every possible feature that an instance in the training set may have (referred to as feature nodes). These two sets of nodes uniquely define a set of internal arcs and nodes which comprise the complete lattice. We use the GRAND algorithm [OO, 1988] for lattice construction in our experiments.
The Rulearner Algorithm
The Rulearner algorithm takes as input (i) a lattice, L, (ii) a set of instance classification labelings, C, which correspond to the instance nodes in L, and (iii) a noise parameter, N, indicating a percentage by which each induced rule can misclassify some portion of the training instances to which it applies. The algorithm produces a set of symbolic classification rules as output. Furthermore, the user can configure the system to induce either a decision-list or an unordered set of rules, and can also decide whether the rules induced should only classify one (ie. positive) or all given labelings. While the algorithm is general enough to deal with more than two classification labelings, we present the algorithm here as a binary classifier for easier understanding.
The algorithm first labels all instance nodes (whose labelings are given in C) and then filters these labelings up the lattice. A node u is given a particular label, say POSITIVE, if the instance nodes in DC(u) are all of the class POSITIVE (allowing for some percentage of mislabelings given by the noise parameter N). If there are insufficient instance nodes of any given class in DC(u) to give u a particular label, then it is labeled MIXED. Each node is initially marked "active," and each time a rule is induced using a node u, all the nodes in DC(u) are marked "inactive". As long as "active" nodes remain in the lattice, there are still candidate nodes for rule induction and hence new rules are induced. The rule induction process simply finds a non-MIXED "active" node in the lattice which covers the most previously uncovered instance nodes and forms a rule. If several nodes have the same number of instances in their downward closures, we prefer the node which has the fewest features in its upward closure -an application of Occam's Razor. Intuitively, this corresponds to finding a minimal set of features that covers a large portion of the instance space with a given labeling. An important factor in this minimal set of features is that it is directly derived from commonalties in the underlying data and hence the antecedent of the rule induced is directly driven by the data in the training set. PROCEDURE Rulearner(L, C, N) Initialize all nodes in the lattice to be "active" Label all nodes in the lattice (using the noise parameter N) WHILE (there are still "active" nodes in the lattice) u ← node with greatest cover and non-MIXED labeling Output rule: "feature nodes in UC(u) implies label of node u" FORALL (v ∈ DC(u) where v is an instance node) FORALL (w ∈ UC(v)) Decrement the cover of w IF (cover of w ≤ 0) mark w "inactive" Mark v as "inactive" IF (Decision-List) re-label "active" nodes (using the noise parameter N) END 
Experimental Results
The Rulearner system was first tested on the Monk's Problems [TH, 1991] . As a comparison, we tried several configuration of other induction systems to capture the best performance of those systems compared to Rulearner. For the first two Monk problems, we test three basic configurations of the Rulearner system: (i) decisionlists, (ii) unordered rule sets, and (iii) rule sets to classify only the positive instances, predicting negative as a default rule. The noise parameter, N, was set at 0%. In Monk 1, all three configurations of the Rulearner system not only performed with 100% accuracy but also learned the minimal concept description for the problem, whereas only the very best configurations of the other learning methods showed similar results. Monk 2 proves challenging to symbolic learning systems since the concept is not easily representable in DNF. Here we find that all the symbolic learning methods hover close to 70% in their accuracy and produce lengthy rule sets, reflective of the checkerboard distribution of classes in the instance space. These experiments show that symbolic learning methods must integrate a bias for more than just functions easily representable in DNF to fare well on a wide range of problems. We also compared Rulearner on noisy domains: Monk 3 which contains 5% noise in the training set and the real world Yugoslavian Breast Cancer data. Again we tried a range of configurations and parameters to optimize the performance of all the algorithms in our study. In Table 2 we see that all three algorithms are clearly able to learn in the presence of noise. More importantly, however, we see the importance of pruning as reflected in the results from C4.5. Since CN2 and Rulearner currently do no pruning of their induced rules, this could be a promising venue to further increase their accuracy on noisy data, especially since Rulearner outperforms unpruned C4.5.
In the Breast Cancer domain we performed a three-fold cross-validation and report both the accuracy and standard deviation of the results. This is a very difficult problem as none of the algorithms tested perform significantly better than the majority default rule. Here, we again see the importance of pruning as the results with C4.5 clearly indicate. In spite of performing no pruning, the Rulearner system still performs on par with the pruned trees produced by C4.5 and seems to outperform both CN2 and unpruned C4.5. Comparisons of the decision-lists and unordered rule sets produced by CN2 and Rulearner point to no clear winner at this point.
Conclusions
It appears that Rulearner is a viable lattice-based induction algorithm. Future work will lead us to examine how rule pruning may be employed to increase accuracy and conduct more comparative studies of the decision-list and unordered rule set paradigms. Methods for automatic noise parameter selection will also be pursued.
The interested reader should also be aware of the systems CHARADE [GA, 1987] and GRAND [OO, 1988] which also make use of lattices to guide the formation of classification rules. These systems, however, differ from ours in their induction mechanisms, biases, and methods for dealing with noise.
